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Abstract
Law 40/2011 brought significant changes to the work relations by the reorientation of certain labour law
institutions on the one hand, and by the introduction of legal institutions that have never existed in the Romanian law
system until the introduction of this law. Among the significant developments introduced by Law 40/2011, the
employees' individual performance objectives will be hereby analysed in terms of the legal regime and of the issues
occurring with their applicability for employees.
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Introduction
Just like for the other contracts, the contents of the Individual Labour Contract consists of
rights and obligations of the parties.
Given the specificity of this contract, the content thereof is circumscribed to the rights of
the employer and of the employee.
Article 39 and Article 40 of Law 53/2003 (Labour Code) provide the rights and
obligations of the employer and of the employee with in order to execute the Individual Labour
Contract2.
Law 40/20113 changed the legal framework for the work relations, adding new labour law
institutions, some of them being regulated in the Romanian legal environment for the first time.
Among them, we will cover the employees’ individual performance objectives, which are
regulated by the Romanian labour law for the first time.
The Legal Regime of Employees’ Individual Performance Objectiv es
The relevant legal provisions relating to the employees’ individual performance
objectives are mainly Art. 40 (f) of the Labour Code, which establishes the employer’s right to
“set the individual performance objectives, as well as the evaluation criteria for their
accomplishment.”
Moreover, Article 69 of the Labour Code was supplemented with an additional paragraph,
i.e., par. (3), which provides that, in terms of collective redundancy, the accomplishment of the
performance objective will be important for employee categorisation, confirming a switch from
social criteria for employee categorisation to the professional ones.
The individual performance objectives are an advantage for the employer, which is free to
set these objectives on an individual basis after the conclusion of the individual labour contract.
In order to determine the legal regime of individual performance objectives, they must be
analysed in correlation with other related labour law institutions.
As such, when benchmarking the performance objectives and the evaluation criteria for
individual performance objectives, it must be noted that the latter are part of the employer’s
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information obligation and are undertaken by the employee before concluding the individual
labour contract.
Article 17 (3) (e) certifies that the employer has the obligation to inform the employee
concerning such criteria and, by subsequently signing the individual labour contract, the
employee agrees to accept thereof.
Furthermore, the criteria thus jointly agreed become an integral part of the individual
labour contract in accordance with the provisions of Art. 17 (4) of the Labour Code.
The evaluation criteria for the individual performance objectives are also provided in the
Internal Rules, in accordance with the provisions of Art. 242 (i) of the Labour Code.
These matters have special legal implications because, on the grounds of the principle of
legal act symmetry, the employer cannot change the evaluation criteria for the employees’
individual performance after concluding the individual labour contract unless the concerned
employee so agrees, which cannot also be applicable for the employees’ performance objectives4.
The employer may unilaterally change the performance objectives during the individual
labour contract execution.
In terms of the legal manner to make such change, we are of the view they may be
changed by way of an addendum to the individual labour contract.
Moreover, the individual performance objectives must not be mistaken with the job
description attached to the individual labour contract and are legally concluded by joint
agreement in principle when the individual labour contract is signed.
At the same time, the individual performance objectives must not be mistaken with the
work quota either, because the work quota mainly relates to the quantitative matters of the
employee's work, while the individual performance objectives relate to the quality and results of
the work.
Considering the above-mentioned matters, a legitimate question would be: ‘What are the
consequences for employees who do not accomplish the performance objectives’? Will they be
dismissed as a result of their non-compliance or may they be subject to other types of penalties?
We are of the view that the non-accomplishment of the individual performance objectives does
not entail the employee's dismissal. However, the employee may be subject to legal penalties
only after a preliminary evaluation or after a preliminary disciplinary hearing, as applicable5.
The penalties that may be applied to employees depending on their total or partial failure
to accomplish the individual performance objectives would include the non-granting of bonuses,
exclusion from the promotion list, changing the place of work or type of work with the agreement
of the concerned person, or application of disciplinary sanctions, other than dismissal for
disciplinary actions6.
Furthermore, the accomplishment of the performance objectives in a professional manner
does not entail the employer’s obligation to reward the employees having precisely accomplished
them; this prerogative is at the employer’s exclusive option.
As previously stated, the individual performance objectives play a special part in case of
collective redundancy and this because they relate to the concept of professional evaluation of the
employees.
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Once Law 40/2011 came into force, the selection criteria for the employees not subject to
collective redundancy were no longer circumscribed to special conditions, but to matters relating
to the employee value and competence. This is also a result of the fact that, following the new
changes in the labour law, the part of the collective labour contracts, which predominantly
provided social criteria for collective redundancy, recorded a significant decrease.
Another matter relating to the legal regime of performance objectives would be their
applicability for civil servants. Considering the legal status of civil servants, as circumscribed
mainly to Law 188/1999, the matter of the applicability of the provisions of Law 40/2011 for
them cannot be raised, even less that of the provisions on the performance objectives.
The situation is entirely different for the employees of public institutions, who do not
have the capacity of civil servants and for whom the employer may establish performance
objectives just like for any contractual employee subject to the provisions of the Labour Code.
The Employees’ Individual Performance Objectives: a Mere Legal Instrument
Available to the Employer?
The introduction of the individual performance objectives for the first time in our
legislation was not unreservedly received in the legal doctrine because they favour especially the
employer.
To this effect, it has been said it was unfair for performance objectives to be unilaterally
established by the employer7.
This opinion is grounded on the fact that the exclusive establishment by the employer of
the performance objectives is in conflict with the fact that, in general, the work relations are
bilateral, the employees being invited to agree on each significant aspect for their activity.
For instance: the conclusion of the individual labour contract, the information obligations
that also implies the information on the responsibilities of the job on which the employee is
invited to agree by signing the Job Description, etc.
At the same time, the fact that the employer may establish the performance objectives at
any time after conclusion of the individual labour contract is criticisable, because there is no
timeframe within to inform the employee on the objectives they have to accomplish.
Furthermore, the employer has the right to amend the individual performance objectives
of the employee at any time during the contract execution, and this would equal to a “changing of
the rules during the game” 8, which would prejudice the employees, especially because they may
be deemed not to be appropriate for their job.
Moreover, the employer’s obligation to inform the employee on their individual
performance objectives does not exist, and this could lead to a paradoxical situation where,
although the professional evaluation criteria are part of the individual labour contract, individual
performance objectives could not be communicated to the employee, leaving way for its
sanctioning by the employer.
In order to avoid such situations, the doctrine has reasonably proposed that the
performance objectives be included on the individual labour contract with a view to balancing the
relation between the employee and the employer in terms of performance objectives9.
7
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Considering that the work relations are mainly characterised by the mutual trust of the
parties, it is not excluded for the individual performance objectives to be established bilaterally
between the employer and the employee.
Also, on the grounds of the principle of contractual freedom, the parties may jointly agree
on the communication of the objectives, the review or accomplishment thereof, or they may
include the performance objectives on the individual labour contracts.
This seems to be all the more relevant as the timeframes for analysing the performance
objectives are not set by the legislators, which means that, in this situation also, this faculty is left
at the employer’s unilateral option, without a legal obligation to advise the employee 10.
At all events, the employer does not have the right to establish performance objectives
contradicting with the provisions of the Job Description or of the Individual Labour Contract.
Matters Specific to Trials
Another issue arising from the analysis of the matters concerning the individual
performance objectives would be the employee’s possibility to notify the Courts of Law on the
prejudice caused to their rights because of the employer establishing performance objectives.
We consider the legal grounds to be used by the employee is the misuse of rights, which
occurs when the employer establishes abusive performance objectives, which are entirely
different from the provisions of the Job Description and cannot be accomplished by the
employee.
Moreover, another legal ground may be the breach of the non-discrimination principle,
when the performance objectives are set so as to be in breach of this principle, which is extremely
important for the work relations11.
In this case, the employee may notify the Court of Law and request the annulment of the
abusively established performance objectives and of the sanctioning decision, when the employer
ordered penalties against the former.
Another controversial issue that may also be reflected in the legal practice relates to the
personnel categories on whom the accomplishment of the performance objectives is imposed.
Therefore, the issue of whether performance objectives can be established for employees
on trial or training periods, for disabled employees or for unskilled workforce.
A view is that, for obvious reasons, individual performance objectives cannot be
established for these employee categories12.
From this perspective, for instance, may an unskilled employee notify the Court of Law
requesting the annulment of the performance objectives having been imposed by the employer?
Although we agree with the reasons leading to the conclusion that individual performance
objectives cannot be established for these employee categories, we cannot help noticing that the
law provides that these employee categories are not covered by the requirement of having to meet
certain performance objectives established for them, and, as a result, the Court of Law may
dismiss a request filed by this category of employees.
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In the future, it is required for the legislator to expressly exclude the above-mentioned
categories of employees from those for whom performance objectives are established, in order to
allow an unambiguous legal status for them.
Conclusions
The individual performance objectives are, beyond any doubt, a development that will
play an important part in the outlining of the work relations as entailed by the changes brought to
Law 40/2011.
Although, according to the manner in which they are regulated, they seem to clearly be
benefiting the employer, we consider that, if the parties to the individual labour contracts act in
good faith, the performance objectives will seem to benefit both parties - the employer that, by
establishing such objectives will have the sought efficiency from the employee, and the
employee, who, by meeting the performance objectives, will significantly improve their
professional skills.
However, an improvement of the legal framework is required in order to balance the
weight of the employee’s and employer’s rights in terms of performance objectives, with a view
to avoiding immediate abuses from employers.
Such improvement could be aimed at a joint establishment of the performance objectives,
at preventing the employer to unilaterally amend the performance objectives but to do so with the
employee's consent or at imposing on the legislator to provide the employee categories for which
the accomplishment of individual performance objectives cannot be requested.
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